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Jabra Engage 40 Jabra Engage 50 II

Step-up feature

Jabra Engage 50Jabra Biz 2300 Jabra Biz 2400 II

MSRP USD
$219-$339

MSRP USD
$121-$306

MSRP USD
$207-$380

MSRP USD
$220-$244

Available with Engage+ Software app

2-year warranty 3-year warranty 3-year warranty 3-year warranty 3-year warranty

In-Line Link In-Line Link Detachable, programmable Link (optional) In-Line Link (optional) Detachable programmable Link                              
with wheel volume control (optional)

SmartRinger

Certified for MS Teams Certified for MS Teams Certified for MS Teams Certified for MS Teams Certified for MS Teams

Works with leading CC platforms Works with leading CC platforms Works with leading CC platforms Works with leading CC platforms Works with leading CC platforms

Intuative call control Intuitive call control Call control with leading CC platforms Call control with leading CC platforms Call control with leading CC platforms

Lightweight comfort Lightweight comfort with leatherette ear cushions Lightweight comfort with leatherette ear cushions Ultra-light weight with maze pattern 
earcups

Ultra-light weight with maze pattern cups, 
headband padding (on stereo only)

SafeTone hearing protection SafeTone hearing protection SafeTone 2.0 hearing protection SafeTone 2.0 hearing protection SafeTone 2.0 hearing protection

Single microphone system Single microphone system 3-microphone system 2-microphone system 3-microphone system

Cancels up to 20dB of background 
noise Cancels up to 20dB background noise Cancels up to 36dB background noise Cancels up to 20dB background noise Cancels up to 36dB background noise 

Speakers optomized for speech clarity Speakers optimized for speech clarity Speakers optimized for speech clarity Speakers optimized for speech clarity Speakers optimized for speech clarity

Customizable status light Live background noise guidance Live background noise guidance

Live boom-arm guidance (Jabra Direct only) Live conversation flow guidance Live conversation flow guidance

Live Microphone Position Guidance

Data integration service for GSIs (SDK) Data integration service for GSIs (SDK)

Improved PNC Improved PNC

MSRP USD
$179-$239
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